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Heading off skiing for the very first time this winter?
Well, especially if you are female, here are a few
things you need to do to keep safe because skiing
carries with it an extremely high risk of knee injury.
Did you know girls are approximately up to eight times
more likely to rupture their Anterior Cruciate (ACL) knee
ligaments than boys? And it’s got nothing to do with
driving skills. It’s got a lot to do with hamstring
strength and motor co-ordination and increased valgus
knee angulation. But here’s the thing, your knee ligaments rupture when your knee drops inwards (like
when you are edging skiing) in conjunction with your
body rotating in the opposite direction (like when you
fall over to the opposite side).
Due to the long-wrench effect of skis (also known as
the Phantom Foot) when your foot is held in the vicegrip of the bindings and your knee is then twisted if
your binding doesn’t release, skiing is one sport with a
very high knee Anterior Cruciate Ligament (ACL) rupture rate. Many studies have been carried out to look
at how to reduce the chances of rupturing your ACL
because it is the major and most important stabiliser of
your knee.
So what reduces the risks then? Firstly, DIN settings
(binding release tensions) - get them thoroughly
checked. The higher the DIN settings are above recommended, the harder it is for the binding to release
and the easier it is to twist your knee. We can quite
categorically tell you, as opposed to teeth, that braces
won’t help you. Neuromuscular control is the key and
several studies have shown that preseason strengthening (especially hamstrings) and proprioceptive training
reduces through-season non-contact knee injuries by
between 60% - 89%.
A great test developed to identify people at risk of severe knee injuries is the “drop vertical jump test’ which
is a simple stability and strength test. It involves dropping off a box and upon landing immediately jumping
up in the air as high as possible, and if your knees
‘kiss’ then you are in a much higher risk group.

You do really need a Physiotherapist or Personal
Trainer to assess this for you.
Women also tend to be more at risk than men because
they tend to land with their knees in a more straightened position rather than soaking-up landing-forces
with bent knees (eccentric Quads) and hips (eccentric
Gluteals). This creates greater anterior sheer forces on
the tibia and greater forces on the ACL.
So the moral of the story is that if you are female and
heading off skiing in the next couple of months, get
yourself in for a check up and some pre-ski conditioning before heading to the hills.
Happy Skiing! - Antony.
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